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Abstract: the Ruoao family and Wei family are the two prestigious clans in ancient Chu state. 

They played important roles in Chu’s politic field. Those two families once made great 

contributions to Chu and helped Chu won several battles. However, as their power swelled, 

they became great threats to the king of Chu. The conflicts and compromise between the family 

power and king’s power has become an important part in Chu.   
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In spring and autumn period, Patriarchal Families are important parts in Chu state. They not 

only enjoy military power but also help the king govern the society. These families are mainly 

bonded by blood ties and formed several kinds of organizations and played important roles in 

Chu’s economy and politics. In this discourse the author mainly took two prestigious families 

as examples: the Ruoao family and the Wei family. These two families are huge in terms of 

scale. Their members took high positions in bureaucratic systems and their power expanded 

greatly during the spring and autumn period. As their power expanded, the conflicts between 

the family power and the king’s power was intensified. 

2. THE ORIGINATION OF RUOAO FAMILY AND WEI FAMILY 

The origination of the family was recorded in historical record book Legend of Spring and 

Autumn Century by Zuo Qiuming: 

the ancient China’s king of Zhou Dynasty awarded lands and titles to people who have good 

morals and gave them family names according to the name of the land(In ancient china few 

clans could have family names). As the time goes by, their offspring used the name as the 

family name. At the same time, some officials made great contribution to the state and were 

awarded the family name by the name of the position; besides, some offspring of the royal 

family were awarded family name according to the name of the land. [1]    
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According to the narration, the origination of the families are: the people who have good moral 

and their off spring; the contributed officials and the royal offspring. 

2.1 The Origination of Ruoao Family 

Ruoao family was a branch of the Mi family (the royal family of Chu) and it had two branches: 

Dou and Cheng. According to Legend of Spring and Autumn Century by Zuo Qiuming, Ruoao 

family were the offspring of the 17th emporor Xiongyi and “ruoao” was the comment given to 

Xiongyi. According to  Zuo’s Commentaries, Xiongyi married the princess of Hu state and had 

4 babies: The eldest son was xiongkan, who became next king of Chu and got the name 

“Chuxiaoao”. The second son was Doubobi, who got the name because he was awarded the 

land of “Dou”. The third son was chengdechen. There are many famous figures of Dou family: 

Doubobi, Douziwen, Douyiyang and Douziyue. These people became civil and martial 

officials. According to archeologist, ruoao family originated in Danjiangkou area, Hubei and 

then expanded to the whole country. 

2.2 The Origination of Wei Family 

Some expert think that the origination of Wei family was the Chu’s king Fenmao, who is the 

son of Xiaoao. According to Qianfulun·The Surname of the Shih's Family:  

Fenmao was the father of Weizhang and Weizhang was the father of Sunshuao.”[2] This 

description made clear that Weizhang is the representative figure of Wei family and he was the 

son of Fenmao and Fenmao was the son of Sunshuao. In this way, some archaeologists think 

that Wei family came from Chu’s royal family. Since the coronation of King cheng of Chu, Wei 

family became a prestigious family. Three members in Wei family: Weiailie, Weilvlie, 

Weizifeng once became Lingyin(prime minister). At that time, Wei’s power was stronger than 

other great families.   

In 1978-1979 and 1990, archeologist discovered many inscribed bronze utensils in Chuangixa 

temple, Monk Hill and Xujia Hill. According to inscriptions, Wei family rose in the period of 

King cheng of Chu. Weijia, Weiao and Weiyan were once high-ranked officials. In the time of 

King zhuangof Chu, King gong of Chu and King kang of Chu, Wei family reached its climax. 

However, because of King Ling of Chu illegally obtained the kingship, Wei family was stroked 

and this incident made the family sink. In the warring state period, there was no inscriptions 

about Wei family, maybe because many members of Wei family became common people.   

3. THE RISE AND FALL OF TWO FAMILIES IN CHU’S HISTORY 

According to Legend of Spring and Autumn Century by Zuo Qiuming ·Twelve Years of King 

Xuan, Ruoao and Fenmao worked hard to lead their families, started new businesses and made 

a lot of contributions to the Chu state. Because of their contribution and merits, Ruoao played 

important parts in Chu’s history and took over Lingyin (Prime minister) for several times. 

Because of the privilege and power, finally Ruoao overgrew, which generated great conflicts 

with king’s power and was suppressed. As a contrast, Fenmao family grew slowly but steadily.    

In 605 BC (the 9th year since King zhuang of Chu’s coronation), Ruoao family rebelled. At that 

time, Lingyin (prime minister) Douyuejiao was ambitious and rebellious. His ancle Douziwen 
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thought he would bring great disaster to the Ruoao Family in the future. The uncle tried to kill 

the niece but failed. After the death of Douziwen, Douziban was Lingyin and Douziyue was the 

Sima (highest martial official). As for Wei family, Weijia was the minister of all crafts. 

Dissatisfied with the disadvantage in political power, Wei jia talked evil to King zhuang of Chu 

and made King zhuang of Chu executed Dou ban. Then Douziyue was promoted as Lingyin 

and Weijia was Sima. At this moment, Douziyue thought he had enough power to rebel and he 

rose up. His army gathered in Zhengye and charged the king’s army in Gaohu. After the break 

down of the negotiation, King zhuang of Chu led the army and fought against the Douziyue’s 

army. At last king zhuang of Chu won the battle. This became the turning point of Ruoao 

family’s fate. 

After the annihilation of Ruoao, king zhuang of Chu promoted Weiao to Lingyin. The son of 

Weijia, sunshuao was the greatest lingyin in Chu’s history. Weijia was murdered by ziyue, afte 

Weijia’s death, sunshuao fled to siqi and worked and lived with the common people. During his 

term of service, he led people to build siqipi(a dam), which was one of the earliest irrigation 

system in china. Knowing his ability, king zhuang of Chu summoned him to Yin (Chu’s capital) 

and promoted him to Lingyin. He worked diligently and made Chu one of the most powerful 

state in history. 

4. SUMMARY 

The power of great families rose and fell with the time. The power of great families was 

restricted and used by the king when the state was in peace. And was suppressed when any 

power was big enough to rebel. When the state was at war, the great families such as ruoao 

family and wei family were the greatest guardian of the king. 
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